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Effort reduction in software testing is important to reduce the total cost of the software development 

project. UML activity diagram is used by the tester for test path generation. It is hard to select the 

appropriate test path generation technique to diminish the effort of software testing. In the experiment, 

we compared the efficiency of 12 commonly-used test path generation techniques with both simple activity 

diagrams and the constructed complex activity diagrams. The experimental results summarized in four 

aspects. (1) The most appropriate test path generation technique for path testing generates the number of 

paths equivalent to the target number of all possible paths. (2) The suitable test path generation technique 

for the concurrency test scenario. (3) The techniques that can generate test paths covering basis path 

coverage in the case that testing all possible paths for the large or complex object-oriented method is 

laborious. (4) To compare the efficiency of test path generation algorithms, the percentage test path 

deviation to the target number of all possible paths is calculated for the constructed complex activity 

diagrams. We also recommended suitable test path generation methods for each manner of the UML 

activity diagram. 

Povzetek: Avtorji so analizirali uspešnost dvanajst metod za iskanje poti preverjanja programske opreme 

z enostavnimi in kompleksnimi diagrami aktivnosti. 

 

1 Introduction  
Software testing is part of the most important phases of the 

software development life cycle. Test planning or test 

design specifications usually occur at the beginning of the 

system development process. The program can be tested 

according to the software requirements specification 

(SRS), or detailed design documents, which reduces the 

time and cost of software development. Today, most 

software is developed using Object-Oriented technology 

and the Unified Modeling Language (UML). UML 

activity diagram describes the workflow of a sequence of 

software activities, or concurrent software activities, from 

the initial activity to the end. An activity diagram is 

flowchart-like that can be used to generate test paths. 

According to Linus’s law, given large enough beta-

tester and co-developer bases, almost every problem will 

be characterized quickly and the fix will be obvious to 

someone [1]. Green software testing takes into 

consideration the number of people and the amount of 

equipment allocated to test based on predefined test cases 

related to energy consumption [2]. Software testing needs 

to generate test cases to determine the expected output for 

any program path. There are many methods to generate 

test paths from a UML activity diagram. Each method is 

different and yields distinct results because the paths of 

the program can be traversed in a variety of techniques; 

thus, selecting the appropriate test path generation method 

is challenging. If there are too many test paths. It is the 

cause that uses a lot of effort to design test cases and to 

execute the program path. 

Although general method in the object-oriented 

programming is not much complex, in case of we want to 

compare the efficiency of test path generation algorithms, 

we have to apply those with the complex models of UML 

activity diagram. There are many types of the control 

structure of the program such as selection control structure 

consisting of single-way selection, two-way selection, and 

nested selection; iteration control structure consisting of 

pre-test loop and post-test loop; and fork-join structure 

consisting of simple fork-join, fork-merge concurrent, 

part-join concurrent, and no-join concurrent. The complex 

UML activity diagrams are constructed to evaluate test 

path results of the algorithms by coverage criteria such as 

statement coverage, branch coverage, activity path 

coverage, basis path coverage, and path coverage. 
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The test path generation techniques from UML 

activity diagram usually depend on graph or tree theory: 

the test path generation techniques based on tree structure, 

such as the Dependent Flow Tree [3], the Fault Success 

Tree Analysis [4], and the Activity Tree [5]; the test path 

generation techniques based on graph structure, such as 

the Intermediate Black Box Model [6], the Activity Graph 

[7], the Activity Flow Table [8], the Activity Convert 

Grammar [9], the Activity Flow Graph [10], the Test Case 

Generation Based on Activity Diagram [11], the Activity 

Dependency Graph [12], and the Intermediate Testable 

Model [13]. In addition, the test path generation from 

UML activity diagram can be used the heuristic algorithm 

e.g., ant colony [14]. 

Currently, the advantages of the test path generation 

are applied to several real-world problems, for example, 

(1) to generate test data using the neighborhood search 

strategy [15] and using the genetic algorithm [16], (2) to 

generate test paths for effective chatbot software testing 

using customized response [17], (3) to optimize test cases 

by generating test path and selecting test data using 

Cuckoo search and Bee colony algorithm [18], and (4) to 

generate optimized test data for saving both testing cost 

and time [19].  

To reduce the effort of software testing, the test paths 

must be non-redundant, adequate and complete.  The 

purpose of this study was to compare the current test path 

generation techniques using complex UML activity 

diagrams constructed by the researcher. 

The remainder section of this paper is organized as 

follows. Section 2 introduces the software testing, test 

path generation, UML activity diagram, coverage criteria, 

and literature review. Section 3 explains the experimental 

setup for this study. The experimental results and 

discussion of this paper are included in Section 4. Finally, 

the paper is concluded in Section 5. 

2 Background 
This section provides a brief overview of software testing, 

test path generation, UML activity diagram, coverage 

criteria, and research articles related to this study. 

2.1 Software testing 

Testing is concerned with bugs or errors, defects or faults, 

failures, and incidents [20]. Software testing is a crucial 

part of software quality assurance; it concerns the 

examination of specifications, designs, and codes [21]. 

Testing aims to find the detects early in system 

development. If the fault is found early, then the 

computational cost will be lower than if the fault is found 

in the implementation phase. The testing is carried out to 

assure the quality and reliability of the software. To find 

the defect as soon as possible, testing activities should start 

as early as the requirements are derived and should 

continue until the software is completed [22]. Good test 

cases have attributes such as a high probability to find bug; 

the test should not be redundant or too simple or complex 

[21]. 

2.2 Test path generation 

A test case is a path that covers specific system 

requirements and data [23]. A test case is made up of a set 

of test inputs, execution conditions, and expected results 

developed for the set of objectives [24]. Test cases can be 

generated automatically from requirements and 

specifications, design, or the source code [25, 26]. A good 

test case is a part that has a high probability of finding an 

as-yet-undiscovered error [27]. To check if the application 

produces correct outputs, a series of test variables are used 

as inputs by a tester. Test case generation and also test path 

generation are an important issue in the software testing 

field. 

2.3 UML activity diagram 

An activity diagram is importantly a flowchart that 

chronologically organizes a set of activities that show the 

workflow from a start point to the finish that takes place 

over time [28]. An activity diagram shows the flow from 

one activity to another. The diagram symbols consist of 

activities, initial activity, final activity, transition, 

decision, merge, fork, join, and swimlane, as shown in 

Table 1. 

 
Symbols Name Description 

 Activity The process being modelled 

 Initial 

activity 

The flow starts in the UML 

activity diagram 

 Final 

activity 

The final step in the UML activity 

diagram 

 Transition Control flow 

 

 

Decision Alternative activities 

 Merge Brings together one or more 

incoming flows to accept the 

single outgoing flow 

 

 

Fork Split transition into multiple fork 

activities 

 

 

Join The combination of multiple fork 

activities 

 

 

Swimlane Classification of activities' duty 

Table 1: The symbols of the UML activity diagram. 

   

 

(a) Simple  

fork-join. 

(b) Fork-merge 

concurrent. 

(c) Part-join 

concurrent. 

(d) No-join 

concurrent. 

Figure 1: Types of the concurrent structure in UML 

activity diagram. 

For a concurrent structure in the UML activity 

diagram [6, 13], the most common form is classified into 
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four forms as shown in Figure 1. First, the simple fork-join 

in Figure 1(a) is a pair of fork node and join node and all 

activity between a fork and join symbol. Second, the fork-

merge concurrent in Figure 1(b) has a merge node that is 

placed instead of a join which allows multiple flows. The 

paths of the fork node can also be traversed in the same 

way as a selection structure. Third, the part-join 

concurrent in Figure 1(c) has two parts: the first part, it has 

a join node that is used to converge outgoing flows of a 

fork node; the second part, it is no converging node at the 

end of these flows. And last, the no-join concurrent in 

Figure 1(d) is no converging node at the end of these 

flows. 

2.4 Coverage criteria 

The coverage criterion is the degree, expressed as a 

percentage or a specified coverage item that needs to be 

exercised by a test suite [29]. For concurrency test 

scenario, the distinction between paths and their 

respective coverage criteria will help to effective effort 

estimation and test management [30]. 

2.4.1 Normal test scenario 

The coverage criteria items can be classified into five 

items. First, statement coverage requires that all 

statements must be executed at least once. This condition 

suggests that an error in a statement cannot be revealed 

without executing the faulty statement. Second, branch 

coverage requires every decision of the program to be 

covered by at least one test path. Thus, each decision leads 

to two test requirements, the decision is either true or false. 

If every method must be called at least once, each method 

leads to one test requirement. Third, activity path coverage 

is the test path that ensures all activities are tested at least 

once, and all possible paths are tested for all activities [5]. 

An activity path is flow of activities from the start activity 

into the final activity in the activity diagram. Fourth, path 

coverage is the test path that ensures all paths of the 

program work. To determine path coverage, all paths need 

to be covered from start to end. And last, basis path 

coverage is the test path that ensures the optimal test path 

is covered. The number of paths to ensure the basis path 

coverage criterion is satisfied can be determined from 

Cyclomatic complexity [26]. Cyclomatic complexity is 

the quantitative software metric of the complexity in a 

program. The cyclomatic complexity value determines the 

number of independent paths in a basic program set and 

the maximum amount of testing needed to ensure that all 

basis paths are covered at least once. Cyclomatic 

complexity has a foundation in graph theory and is 

computed in one of three ways. By definition, V(G) is the 

complexity of the control flow graph. It can be calculated 

according to each of the following, as in Equation (1), (2) 

[21, 26], and Equation (3) [31]. 

 ,2)()( +−= NEGV  (1) 

where E is the number of edges between nodes and N is 

the number of nodes. 

 ),1()( += PGV  (2) 

where P is the number of predicate nodes in control flow 

graph. 

 ),1()( += RGV   (3) 

where R is the number of closed regions of control flow 

graph. 

For the concurrent regions in the UML activity 

diagram, all possible paths must be traversed from two 

directions that are left-to-right and right-to-left. For the 

UML activity diagram in Figure 2(a), there are two 

possible paths. In the first path in Figure 2(b), it traverses 

from the left thread to the right thread. In the second path 

in Figure 2(c), it traverses from the right thread to the left 

thread. Each thread is listed from the activity of top-level 

to activity of low-level [32]. 

   

(a) Concurrent region. (b) First path. (c) Second path. 

Figure 2: The all possible paths in the concurrent regions. 

2.4.2 Concurrency test scenario 

Execution of activities in the concurrent region leads to 

concurrency errors if the implementation does not include 

required restrictions on some of the interleaving paths by 

setting appropriate synchronization primitives [30].  

For the Interleaving Activity Path Coverage (IAPC) 

criterion [30], let IP be the set of interleaving activity 

paths inside a fork-join structure, and TS be the set of test 

scenarios generated from the activity diagram. The test set 

TS satisfies interleaving activity path coverage, if and only 

if, ∀ p ∈ IP, ∃ t ∈ TS such that when the program is 

executed using test scenario ‘t’, the interleaving activity 

path ‘p’ of the activity diagram is executed, fully or 

partially. The interleaving paths are calculated using 

Equation (4): 

 (∑ 𝑛𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 )! ∏ (𝑛𝑖!),

𝑚
𝑖=1⁄  (4) 

Where m is the number of threads, ni is the number of 

activities in thread i. 

2.5 Literature review 

In software testing, test paths must be generated to test the 

software for the expected results. The techniques for test 

path generation from UML activity diagrams usually 

depend on tree or graph theory, which are listed in the 

subsection below.  

2.5.1 The test path generation techniques 

based on tree structures 

A tree is a simple hierarchical graph that links together one 

edge between two nodes. It starts from the root node and 
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ends at the leaf node. Many tree-based test path generation 

methods have been developed recently. We describe three 

methods that are relevant to this research study. 

The Dependent Flow Tree [3] is a method that 

generates test paths from the activity diagram by a 

constructing dependent flow tree with stores all the 

information extracted from the XML file of the diagram 

through the help of a parser. The dependency flow tree 

consists of nodes and edges. After that, the test paths were 

generated by using a Depth First Search algorithm that 

visiting all the nodes and edges exactly once. In this study, 

the generated test paths include branch coverage and path 

coverage. 

The Fault Success Tree Analysis [4] is a method that 

generates test paths from an activity diagram by 

considering the decision of the activity diagram to build a 

tree. The classification of each tree is built by considering 

all possible decisions and the paths they took before 

approaching the next decision. Each decision can pass 

conditions on the way to the next decision. If conditions 

were found along the way, the decision conditions are 

identified in the classification tree and ordered 

accordingly before reaching the next decision. Then, the 

test paths are generated from the root node to the leaf node. 

Next, the fault tree diagram can be generated from the 

invalid paths of classification tree and the success tree 

diagram can be generated from the valid path of the 

classification tree. In this study, the generated test paths 

include branch coverage. 

The Activity Tree [5] is a method that builds test paths 

from activity diagrams. This suggests the test paths 

generated from the activity diagrams are transformed into 

an ordered test flow tree, from the initial activity to the 

final activity. If activity loops are found in the activity tree, 

then the activity before the next loop was used as the last 

activity at the end of the loop. After that, the possible test 

paths were identified by using a Depth First Search 

algorithm. If the test paths had loops, this algorithm could 

search for test paths from the initial node to the last node 

of the test flow tree only once.  In this study, the generated 

test paths include activity path coverage. 

2.5.2 The test path generation techniques 

based on graph structures 

Graph (G) is made up of a set of ordered pairs, G = (V, E), 

where V is set of nodes, and E is the set of edges, which 

are the links between nodes. We describe a relevant set of 

eight methods that use graphs to generate test paths. 

The Intermediate Black Box Model [6] is a method 

that generates test paths from unstructured activity 

diagrams. The unstructured module is including the loop 

structure and fork-join structure. The method begins by 

constructing an activity graph from an activity diagram. 

Then, the activity graph is classified into a set of groups, 

including the loop and fork-join structure. The nodes in 

each group are then combined into a single node. The test 

paths then searched the graph using the Depth First Search 

algorithm. If a node has an iteration structure, then the path 

goes through the loop least once. If all nodes in a fork-join 

structure, then the path goes through all possible activity. 

In this study, the generated test paths include path 

coverage. 

The Activity Graph [7] is a method that generates test 

paths from the activity diagrams. The activity diagram is 

transformed into an activity graph. The activity graph is a 

direct graph and is replaced by each node of the activity 

diagram. The activity graph is ordered using the control 

flow from the chronological list of activities, including the 

branch, decision, iteration, and fork-join activities. The 

test paths then searched the graph using the Depth First 

Search algorithm that visiting all the nodes and edges 

exactly once. In this study, the generated test paths include 

activity path coverage. 

The Activity Flow Table [8] is a method that 

generates test paths from the activity diagram. The activity 

diagram is used to construct the activity flow table that 

describes the symbols by numbers given to each activity. 

Then an activity flow graph is constructed and used the 

symbols ordered on an activity flow table. The activity 

flow graph searches all possible paths by using a Depth 

First Search algorithm that compares each path to a set of 

criteria using basis path coverage. If a node has an 

iteration structure, then the path goes through the loop 

only once. In this study, the generated test paths include 

basis path coverage and activity path coverage.  

The Activity Convert Grammar [9] is a method that 

generates test paths from activity diagrams and activity 

convert grammar by constructing an activity dependency 

table and a decision dependency table from the sets of 

testing data. Then, the activity dependency table and the 

decision dependency table construct test paths using the 

grammar method. The grammar is divided into activities 

on the Left-Hand Side (LHS) that is used as the dependent 

activity and activities on the Right-Hand Side (RHS) that 

tests the branch and fork activity. To generate test paths, 

the activities are tested chronologically. In the case of a 

fork activity, the activities are prioritized from left to right 

and right to left. In this study, the generated test paths 

include path coverage. 

The Activity Flow Graph [10] is a method that 

generates test paths from activity diagrams. The activity 

diagrams are used to construct the control flow activity 

table and values using the conditions of each activity. 

Then an activity flow graph is constructed and ordered 

using the control flow from the chronological list of 

activities including the branch, decision, iteration, and 

fork activities. The test paths then searched the graph 

using the Depth First Search. If a node has an iteration 

structure, then the path goes through the loop only once. 

Each test path generates a test path. In this study, the 

generated test paths include activity path coverage. 

The Test Case Generation Based on Activity Diagram 

[11] is a method that generates test paths from activity 

diagrams according to the following steps. First, the 

activity dependency table is constructed and used to create 

an activity dependency graph covering all activities. The 

activity dependency graph searches all possible paths by 

using a Depth First Search that compares each path to a set 

of criteria using basis path coverage. If activity in a loop 

structure is encountered, the loop is only traversed once. 
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In this study, the generated test paths include basis path 

coverage and path coverage. 

The Activity Dependency Graph [12] improves the 

test path generation technique from activity diagrams by 

constructing an activity dependency table and an activity 

dependency graph, respectively. Then, the dependency 

graph is improved by removing the activities which have 

the same names, decision symbols, fork symbols, join 

symbols and merge symbols. The improved activity 

dependency graph is used to construct test paths, which 

generate the test paths. In this study, the generated test 

paths include basis path coverage and branch coverage. 

The Intermediate Testable Model [13] studies the 

synthesis of testing situations from activity diagrams. The 

method begins by constructing a control flow graph from 

an activity diagram. Then, the control flow graph is 

classified into a set of groups including the selection, loop, 

and fork-join structures. The nodes in each group are then 

combined into a single node. When generating a test path, 

the tester chooses the structure of interest to build sub-

paths. When all the constructs are used to generate the test 

paths, then that test paths have covered all possible paths. 

In this study, the generated test paths include path 

coverage. 

The test paths then searched the graph using the Depth 

First Search algorithm that visiting all the nodes and edges 

exactly once. In this study, the generated test paths include 

activity path coverage. 

2.5.3 The test path generation techniques 

based on heuristic algorithm 

Orientation-based Ant Colony algorithm (OBACO) [14] 

is proposed to generate test paths for a concurrent segment 

of UML activity diagram. Parsing of XMI code takes 

UML activity diagram as input and results into individual 

sub-queues of activity nodes present under the fork-join 

structure. The input of the orientation based ant colony 

optimization is sub-queues under the fork-join structure of 

an activity diagram is used for generating combinations 

between the activity nodes of the sub-queues. The next 

activity node in the path is decided by pheromone, 

heuristic values, and orientation factor. 

3 Experimental setup 
This research looks at 12 commonly-used test path 

generation techniques. There are three tree-based test path 

generation algorithms, which are the Dependent Flow 

Tree (DFT) [3], the Fault Success Tree Analysis (FSTA) 

[4], and the Activity Tree (ActTree) [5]. There are eight 

graph-based test path generation algorithms, which are the 

Intermediate Black Box Model (IBM) [6], the Activity 

Graph (AG) [7], the Activity Flow Table (AFT) [8], the 

Activity Convert Grammar (ACG) [9], the Activity Flow 

Graph (AFG) [10], the Test Case Generation Based on 

Activity Diagram (TCBAD) [11], the Activity 

Dependency Graph (ADG) [12], and the Intermediate 

Testable Model (ITM) [13]. And there is one heuristic-

based test path generation algorithm, which is the 

Orientation-based Ant Colony algorithm (OBACO) [14]. 

It is difficult to select the appropriate test path generation 

techniques to reduce the effort of software testing. The 

researcher has conducted the research by comparing the 

test path generation techniques using complex UML 

activity diagrams created by the researcher. 

3.1 The UML activity diagrams used in the 

experiment 

To evaluate the test path results of the 12 algorithms, we 

used both real-world activity diagram and constructed 

activity diagram. The two real-world activity diagrams, 

which are a Shopping Mall System activity diagram in 

Figure 3 and a Library Management System activity 

diagram in Figure 4. The selection criteria are the activity 

diagram which describes the daily life work and easy to 

understand. Two activity diagrams created by the 

researcher are called a Complex Concurrent Structure 

activity diagram in Figure 5 and a Complex Control 

Structure activity diagram in Figure 6. No previous work 

in the literature review generated test paths from the 

complex activity diagram. So, we create a complex 

activity diagram to compare the efficiency of each 

algorithm in terms of the covered coverage criteria. The 

control variables of four activity diagrams are the number 

of paths covered by path testing and basis path coverage. 

The four activity diagrams employed in the experiment are 

as follows.  

3.1.1 The shopping mall system activity 

diagram 

Figure 3 shows the Shopping Mall System activity 

diagram, applied from [33, 34], which consists of 

sequence structure, selection structure, and iteration 

structure. In this activity diagram does not has the fork-

join structure. In this system, a user can select the item, the 

system can make the billing, and check the member card. 

The user can select to pay by cash or card. Besides, the 

user can select the gift service or collect stamp. 

 

Figure 3: The Shopping Mall System activity diagram. 
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3.1.2  The Library Management System activity 

diagram 

Figure 4 shows the Library Management System activity 

diagram, applied from [35, 36], which consists of 

sequence structure, selection structure, iteration structure, 

and fork-join structure. In this system, the user inserts the 

card, inputs the password, and then the system checks the 

account. If it is the account created, the system checks the 

status of the account, and the user can decide to return or 

borrow the book. If it is not the account created, the user 

registers the new account. The system checks the 

availability of the book. If the book is available, the system 

will decrease book availability and increase the number of 

the book borrowed. 

3.1.3 The Complex Concurrent Structure activity 

diagram 

Figure 5 shows the Complex Concurrent Structure activity 

diagram that is constructed to generated test path focus on 

fork-join structure. This activity diagram has control 

structure such as sequence structure, selection structure, 

and fork-join structure. In this activity diagram does not 

has the iteration structure. For the selection structure, there 

is a nested selection. For the fork-join structure, we use 

fork-join structure classification of the concurrent module 

i.e., simple fork-join, fork-merge concurrent, part-join 

concurrent, and no-join concurrent. 

 

 

Figure 4: The Library Management System activity 

diagram. 

3.1.2 The Complex Control Structure activity 

diagram 

Figure 6 shows the Complex Control Structure activity 

diagram consists of all type of control structure. This 

activity diagram is comprised of the sequence structure, 

selection structure, iteration structure, and fork-join 

structure. For selection structure, there is one-way, two-

way, and nested selection. Iteration structure consisting of 

pre-test loop and post-test loop. Within the fork-join 

structure, there are one-way selection, two-way selection, 

and nested selection, pre-test loop, post-test loop, simple 

fork-join, fork-merge concurrent, part-join concurrent, 

and no-join concurrent. 

 

 

Figure 5: The Complex Concurrent Structure activity 

diagram. 

 

Figure 6: The Complex Control Structure activity 

diagram. 

3.2 The target number of test path 

To compare the efficiency of test path generation 

algorithms, four UML activity diagrams are used to 

construct in the form of the control flow graphs (CFG), 

and then each control flow graph is searched to find the 

target number of all possible path using a Depth First 

Search algorithm and to find the number of basis path 

using Equation (1). For path coverage in the case of the 

concurrent regions, all possible paths must be traversed 
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from two directions that are left-to-right and right-to-left 

[32]. The first direction was started from the activity on 

the left transition and goes as far as it can down a given 

path to reach the join symbol, then backtracks until it finds 

an unexplored path, and then explores it. These procedures 

are repeated until the entire concurrent region has been 

explored. For the second direction, it was started from the 

activity on the right transition. For the concurrency test 

scenario, the target number of all possible path in the fork-

join structure is calculated by using Equation (4). 

4 Experimental results and discussion 
In this section, we show the experimental results for 12 

test path generation techniques with four activity 

diagrams. For simplicity to show the result, we use the 

word "Shopping" short for Shopping Mall System activity 

diagram, the word "Library" short for Library 

Management System activity diagram, "Concurrent" short 

for Complex Concurrent Structure activity diagram, and 

"Complex" short for Complex Control Structure activity 

diagram. The results of test path generation techniques 

based on tree structures, graph structures, and heuristic 

algorithm are shown in Table 2. The target number of all 

possible paths (TAP) and the target number of basis paths 

(TBP) are shown in the table to compare with the number 

of test paths of each technique. The coverage criterion 

used in the experiment are statement coverage (SC), 

branch coverage (BC), activity path coverage (AP), basis 

path coverage (BP), and path coverage (PC). The symbol 

 means the technique found out coverage of that criteria, 

whereas symbol  means the technique is not satisfied 

with that criteria.  

For the concurrency test scenario, we show the 

experimental results for the Intermediate Black Box 

Model (IBM) and the Intermediate Testable Model (ITM) 

which are the test path generation methods focused on the 

concurrency region. Table 3 shows the coverage 

percentage of test path generation techniques for the 

interleaving activity path coverage (IAPC) criteria. Both 

of the Intermediate Black Box Model (IBM) and the 

Intermediate Testable Model (ITM) generate the same 

number of paths as the target paths. 

 
Test path generation techniques based on tree structures 

Activity 

diagram 

Target DFT FSTA ActTree 

TAP TBP 
Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria 

SC BC AP BP PC SC BC AP BP PC SC BC AP BP PC 

Shopping 49 11 49      49      37      

Library 33 17 65      17      10      

Concurrent 17 10 14      3      7      

Control 565 20 58      73      115      

Test path generation techniques based on graph structures 

Activity 

diagram 

Target IBM AG AFT 

TAP TBP 
Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria 

SC BC AP BP PC SC BC AP BP PC SC BC AP BP PC 

Shopping 49 11 49      49      34      

Library 33 17 5,777      65      33      

Concurrent 17 10 139      14      14      

Control 565 20 60,505      58      30      

Activity 

diagram 

Target ACG AFG TCBAD 

TAP TBP 
Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria 

SC BC AP BP PC SC BC AP BP PC SC BC AP BP PC 

Shopping 49 11 49      50      49      

Library 33 17 33      18      65      

Concurrent 17 10 17      7      14      

Control 565 20 565      173      58      

Activity 

diagram 

Target ADG ITM  

TAP TBP 
Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria   

SC BC AP BP PC SC BC AP BP PC      

Shopping 49 11 34      49            

Library 33 17 26      5,777            

Concurrent 17 10 14      139            

Control 565 20 24      60,505            

Test path generation technique based on heuristic algorithm 

Activity 

diagram 

Target OBACO   

TAP TBP 
Test 

paths 

Coverage criteria     

SC BC AP BP PC           

Shopping 49 11 49                  

Library 33 17 65                  

Concurrent 17 10 17                  

Control 565 20 565                  

Table 2: A comparison of the result of test path generation techniques.  
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Activity 

diagram 

Target IBM ITM 

IAPC 
Test paths in the  

fork-join structures 

Interleaving activity path 

coverage criteria (%) 

Test paths in the  

fork-join structures 

Interleaving activity path 

coverage criteria (%) 

Library 5,772 5,772 100 5,772 100 

Concurrent 139 139 100 139 100 

Control 60,480 60,480 100 60,480 100 

Table 3: A comparison of the result of test path generation techniques for the concurrency test scenario.

The percentage deviation (PD) of each test path 

results can be calculated to determine how much each 

method deviates from all possible paths, generated from 

the Complex Concurrent Structure activity diagram and 

the Complex Control Structure activity diagram. The 

equation to calculate the percentage deviation is listed 

below, as in Equation (5). 

 ,100x
N

NTP
PD 







 −
=  (5)  

where PD is the percentage deviation, TP is the number of 

test paths by each method, and N is the target number of 

the all possible paths of the activity diagram. 

For example, from Table 2 the Dependent Flow Tree 

(DFT) could generate 14 paths of the Complex Concurrent 

Structure activity diagram, but the target number of all 

possible paths of the Complex Concurrent Structure 

activity diagram was 17 paths. So, the percentage 

deviation of DFT in Equation (5) is ((14-17)/17) x 100 =     

-17.65%, as shown in Table 4. A positive value indicates 

that the number of generated test paths is larger than the 

target number of all possible paths. A negative value 

indicates that the number of generated test paths is smaller 

than the target number of all possible paths.  

Table 4 shows the percentage deviation of test path 

generation techniques for the Complex Concurrent 

Structure activity diagram and the Complex Control 

Structure activity diagram. 

 

Test path 

generation 

techniques 

Complex Concurrent Structure activity diagram 

(TAP=17 paths) 

Complex Control Structure activity diagram 

(TAP=565 paths) 

Number of 

test paths 

Number of the 

different test path 

Percentage 

deviation (%) 

Number of 

test paths 

Number of the 

different test path 

Percentage 

deviation (%) 

DFT 14 -3 -17.65  58  -507  -89.73  

FSTA 3 -14 -82.35  73  -492  -87.08  

ActTree 7 -10 -58.82  115  -450  -79.65  

IBM 139 122 717.65  60,505  59,940  10,608.85  

AG 14 -3 -17.65  58  -507  -89.73  

AFT 14 -3 -17.65  30  -535  -94.69  

ACG 17 0 0.00  565  0  0.00  

AFG 7 -10 -58.82  173  -392  -69.38  

TCBAD 14 -3 -17.65 58  -507  -89.73  

ADG 14 -3 -17.65  24  -541  -95.75  

ITM 139 122 717.65  60,505  59,940  10,608.85  

OBACO 17 0 0.00 565 0 0.00 

Table 4: The percentage deviation of test path generation techniques for the Complex Concurrent Structure activity 

diagram and the Complex Control Structure activity diagram. 

Figure 7 shows the percentage deviation of test paths 

generated of the Complex Concurrent Structure activity 

diagram. Figure 8 shows the percentage deviation of test 

paths generated of the Complex Control Structure activity 

diagram. The positive value indicates that the number of 

generated test paths is larger than the target number, 

whereas a negative value indicates that the number of 

generated test paths is smaller than the target number.  

In case of the Complex Concurrent Structure activity 

diagram, the percentage deviation of the Intermediate 

Black Box Model (IBM), and the Intermediate Testable 

Model (ITM) is 717.65%, this means that they generated 

excessive test paths. The percentage deviation of the Fault 

Success Tree Analysis (FSTA) is -82.35%, this means that 

it generated inadequate test paths. The percentage 

deviation of the Activity Convert Grammar (ACG) and the 

Orientation-based Ant Colony algorithm (OBACO) are 

0%, this means that they generate the equivalent test paths.  

In case of the Complex Control Structure activity 

diagram, the percentage deviation of the Intermediate 

Black Box Model (IBM), and the Intermediate Testable 

Model (ITM) is 10,608.85%, this means that they 

generated excessive test paths. The percentage deviation 

of the Activity Dependent Graph (ADG) is -95.75%, this 

means that it generates inadequate test paths. The 

percentage deviation of the Activity Convert Grammar 

(ACG) and the Orientation-based Ant Colony algorithm 

(OBACO) are 0%, this means that they generate the same 

number of paths as the target paths. 
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Figure 7: A comparison of the percentage deviation between the number of test paths generate from the Complex 

Concurrent Structure activity diagram and the target number of all possible paths.  

 

Figure 8: A comparison of the percentage deviation between the number of test paths generate from the Complex Control 

Structure activity diagram and the target number of all possible paths.  

The difference between the test path results and the 

target number of all possible paths is mainly occurred at 

the fork-join structure. A fork-join symbol in a UML 

activity diagram is a control node that splits a transition 

into multiple concurrent transitions. Test path generation 

of the activities within the fork-join of the 12 test path 

generation techniques is different. The number of test 

paths depends on the number of transitions and the number 

of activities in each transition. The path traversal to find 

test paths for the fork-join structure is shown in Table 5. 

The experimental results from Table 2 - 4 can be 

summarized into four aspects: (1) the aspect of covering 

the path coverage for both simple (real-world) activity 

diagrams and our proposed complex activity diagram, (2) 

the aspect of covering the interleaving activity path coverage 

for the concurrency test scenario, (3) the aspect of 

covering the basis path coverage, and (4) the aspect of the 

efficiency of test path generation algorithms applying with 

the complex activity diagram. And, we also suggested the 

proper activity diagram for each test path generation 

method, as shown in Table 6. 
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Test path 

generation 

techniques 

The path traversal in fork-join structure 

DFT, AG, 

AFT, ADG, 

TCBAD 

It starts from the top activity on the left thread, 

traverses through the activities in the low level 

in the same thread till it reaches the join 

symbol, and then it goes out of the join 

symbol. 

ACG There are two directions. In the first direction, 

it traverses from the left thread to the right 

thread. And in the second direction, it traverses 

from the right thread to the left thread. Each 

thread is listed from the activity of top-level to 

activities of low-level. 

FSTA, 

ActTree, 

AFG 

It starts from the top activity on the left thread 

and goes as far as it can down a given path to 

reach the join symbol, then backtracks until it 

finds an unexplored path, and then explores it. 

These procedures are repeated until it traverses 

through all thread and finally it goes out of the 

join symbol. 

IBM, ITM The calculation of all possible paths in the 

fork-join structure is N!/(n!*n!), where N is 

the sum of all activities in the fork-join, and n 

is the sum of all activities in each transition. 

OBACO The paths in the fork-join structure are 

generated through the use of separate ant 

agents for performing traversal with the sub-

transition. 

Table 5: The path traversal in the fork-join structure in 

test path generation techniques. 

Test path generation 

techniques 

Suitable UML activity diagram 

DFT, AG, TCBAD Simple activity diagram with 

sequence, selection, iteration, or 

fork-join structure. 

ActTree, AFT, ADG Simple activity diagram with 

sequence and selection structure. 

FSTA Simple activity diagram with 

sequence, selection, and iteration 

structure. 

AFG Simple or complex activity diagram 

focusing on loop testing. 

IBM, ITM Simple or complex activity diagram 

focusing on concurrency test 

scenario in the fork-join structure. 

ACG, OBACO Simple or complex activity diagram 

with sequence, selection, iteration, 

or fork-join structure. 

Table 6: UML activity diagrams which are suitable  

for the test path generation techniques. 

(1) For path coverage in the case of the simple (real-

world) activity diagram, the Dependent Flow Tree (DFT), 

the Intermediate Black Box Model (IBM), the Activity 

Graph (AG), the Activity Convert Grammar (ACG), the 

Test Case Generation Based on Activity Diagram 

(TCBAD), the Intermediate Testable Model (ITM), and 

the Orientation-based Ant Colony algorithm (OBACO)  

could generate the number of test paths that satisfied the 

path coverage, while the Fault Success Tree Analysis 

(FSTA), the Activity Flow Table (AFT), and the Activity 

Flow Graph (AFG) could generate the number of test 

paths that occasional satisfied the path coverage. For path 

coverage in the case of the constructed complex activity 

diagrams, only the Intermediate Black Box Model (IBM), 

the Activity Convert Grammar (ACG), the Intermediate 

Testable Model (ITM), and the Orientation-based Ant 

Colony algorithm (OBACO) could generate the number of 

test paths that satisfied the path coverage. There is an 

exceptional case for the Activity Tree (ActTree), which 

satisfied to activity path coverage and the Activity 

Dependency Graph (ADG), which satisfied for basis path 

coverage. 

(2) For the concurrency test scenario, in both cases of 

the simple (real-world) activity diagram and the 

constructed complex activity diagrams, the Intermediate 

Black Box Model (IBM) and the Intermediate Testable 

Model (ITM) could generate the number of test paths that 

satisfied 100% interleaving activity path coverage. 

(3) In case that it is difficult and take a lot of effort to 

test all possible paths for complex activity diagram, the 

tester should select the basis paths coverage instead. The 

experimental results depict that the Dependent Flow Tree 

(DFT), the Intermediate Black Box Model (IBM), the 

Activity Graph (AG), the Activity Flow Table (AFT), the 

Activity Convert Grammar (ACG), the Test Case 

Generation Based on Activity Diagram (TCBAD), the 

Activity Dependency Graph (ADG), the Intermediate 

Testable Model (ITM), and the Orientation-based Ant 

Colony algorithm (OBACO) could generate test paths that 

covered the basis paths. 

(4) For efficiency comparison of test path generation 

algorithms with the constructed complex activity 

diagrams., Figure 7 and 8 depict that the Activity Convert 

Grammar (ACG) and the Orientation-based Ant Colony 

algorithm (OBACO) could generate the equivalent test 

paths to the target number of all possible paths. Whereas, 

the Intermediate Black Box Model (IBM), and the 

Intermediate Testable Model (ITM) could multiply the 

number of test paths if there were a lot of activities in the 

fork-join structure. 

5 Conclusion 
This paper presents the performance analysis of test path 

generation algorithms. To compare the efficiency of test 

path generation algorithms, we applied 12 commonly-

used techniques with both simple (real-world) activity 

diagrams and the constructed complex activity diagrams. 

In this research, we constructed two complex activity 

diagrams, i.e., the Complex Concurrent Structure activity 

diagram and the Complex Control Structure activity 

diagram.  

The experimental results show that to test all possible 

paths, the Activity Convert Grammar (ACG) and the 

Orientation-based Ant Colony algorithm (OBACO) are 

the most appropriate test path generation technique which 

can generate the number of paths equivalent to all possible 

paths. Besides, other test path generation techniques such 

as the Intermediate Black Box Model (IBM) and the 

Intermediate Testable Model (ITM) can cover path 

coverage, but there are too many test paths. However, 
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these two methods can cover 100% interleaving activity 

path coverage for the concurrency test scenario. 

Testing all possible paths for the large or complex 

object-oriented method is laborious, the tester should 

select the basis paths coverage instead. The Dependent 

Flow Tree (DFT), the Intermediate Black Box Model 

(IBM), the Activity Graph (AG), the Activity Flow Table 

(AFT), the Activity Convert Grammar (ACG), the Test 

Case Generation Based on Activity Diagram (TCBAD), 

the Activity Dependency Graph (ADG), the Intermediate 

Testable Model (ITM), and the Orientation-based Ant 

Colony algorithm (OBACO) are the appropriate test path 

generation techniques that can cover the basis path 

coverage of both the simple and complex activity diagram. 
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